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SailGP 2024




We’re proud to sponsor SailGP 2024 and help harness next-generation technology to make strides to a more sustainable tomorrow.






We’re proud sponsors, helping harness next-gen technology for a more sustainable tomorrow.
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Enterprise solutions

category





KPMG Powered Enterprise enabled by SAP





KPMG Powered Enterprise enabled by SAP





See how Australian companies can maximise value and deliver returns faster with a business-led approach to SAP implementations.






Take a business-led approach to SAP with KPMG.
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KPMG Graduate & Student Careers





KPMG Graduate & Student Careers





Expand your horizons and start something big, your way.






Expand your horizons and start something big, your way.
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Board Advisory
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Nine key challenges boards should address in 2024





Nine key challenges boards should address in 2024





Workforce disruption along with ESG, economic uncertainty, cybersecurity and AI present challenges for boards in 2024.






Board challenges include ESG, economic uncertainty, cybersecurity and AI advancements.
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Frontiers in Finance





Frontiers in Finance





Frontiers in Finance





The latest edition looks at how genAI and tech solutions are transforming the financial services industry.






The latest edition looks at how genAI and tech solutions are transforming the financial services industry.






The latest edition looks at how genAI and tech solutions are transforming the financial services industry.
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Australian Mining Risk Forecast 2024





Australian Mining Risk Forecast 2024





Australian Mining Risk Forecast 2024





ASX-listed companies have identified ESG-related risks and commodity price uncertainty as their top risks.






ASX-listed companies have identified ESG-related risks and commodity price uncertainty as their top risks.






The top challenges in 2024 for miners include ESG risks and commodity price uncertainty.
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Eight key cyber security trends to watch in 2024





Eight key cyber security trends to watch in 2024





Eight key cyber security trends to watch in 2024





Generative AI, supply chain security and embedding cyber security into core business processes are among cyber risk focus areas for CISOs in 2024.






Generative AI, supply chain security and embedding cyber security into core business processes are among cyber risk focus areas for CISOs in 2024.






Cyber risk focus areas for 2024 include generative AI, supply chain security and trust.
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Retail
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Australian Retail Outlook 2024





Australian Retail Outlook 2024





Australian Retail Outlook 2024





Retail sector trends and insights for 2024, including ways to build a resilient, profitable future, with sustainable growth.






Retail sector trends and insights for 2024, including ways to build a resilient, profitable future, with sustainable growth.






2024 retail industry outlook, for a profitable future and sustainable growth.
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Growing your career matters to us



Wherever you are in your career, you can look forward to challenging and rewarding opportunities with KPMG.






Wherever you are in your career, look forward to challenging and rewarding opportunities.





Start your journey
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Cut costs, not performance





Cut costs, not performance





Cut costs, not performance





Tackle relentless cost pressures head on. Leverage sector and commercial expertise, underpinned by data, to deliver real cost out returns.






Tackle relentless cost pressures head on. Leverage sector and commercial expertise, underpinned by data, to deliver real cost out returns.






Leverage sector expertise, underpinned by data, to deliver cost out returns.
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Operating Effectiveness
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Operational excellence with KPMG and Elara





Operational excellence with KPMG and Elara





Operational excellence with KPMG and Elara





AI, advanced mathematics and digital twin technologies to empower your decision-making process, helping you achieve excellence.






AI, advanced mathematics and digital twin technologies to empower your decision-making process, helping you achieve excellence.






KPMG and Elara help businesses optimise operations using data-driven decision-making.
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Climate Change and Sustainability
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Decarbonisation Services





Decarbonisation Services





Decarbonisation Services





It’s time to reduce carbon emissions at speed and scale, moving forward to an inclusive and sustainable future.






It’s time to reduce carbon emissions at speed and scale, moving forward to an inclusive and sustainable future.






Reduce emissions at speed and scale for a sustainable future.
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Welcoming WGEA’s release of gender pay gaps





Welcoming WGEA’s release of gender pay gaps





Welcoming WGEA’s release of gender pay gaps





WGEA released gender pay gap data for private firms with 100+ employees. Read our statement reaffirming our commitment to gender equity.






WGEA released gender pay gap data for private firms with 100+ employees. Read our statement reaffirming our commitment to gender equity.






WGEA released gender pay gap data for private firms with more than 100 employees. Read our statement.
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Digital transformation



Insights, tools and solutions that enable you to build a future-ready organisation.






Insights, tools and solutions that enable you to build a future-ready organisation.





Get started












































Industries








Agribusiness


KPMG we offer audit, tax and advisory services geared to the unique needs of the agribusiness sector.









Financial Services


Helping financial institutions make better decisions about performance, growth, governance and prudential matters.









Consumer Goods & Food


We help clients in the food and drink sectors and consumer product companies deal with business issues and explore growth opportunities.









Government & Public Sector


We work with all levels of government to help them respond to policy and service delivery challenges.









Infrastructure


KPMG's team of infrastructure professionals advise on designing, executing and managing major infrastructure projects and transactions.









Mining


Assisting organisations through all stages of the mining project lifecycle, from exploration to production.











All Industries


























Alumni


With more than 10,000 members in Australia, KPMG's Alumni Program has a powerful network of alumni with whom you can stay connected.


Find out more














Save, Curate and Share


Save what resonates, curate a library of information, and share content with your network of contacts.


Save, Curate and Share
Sign up today










Welcome


See your personalised dashboard for content relevant to your interests.



Dashboard




Welcome


You've been a member since



Dashboard















KPMG International Hotline


A confidential service for KPMG clients, partners, employees and other parties to report concerns.


Find out more
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Creditors



Information for creditors and shareholders of companies involved in insolvency matters.






Information for creditors and shareholders of companies involved in insolvency matters.





Enter Creditor Portal
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KPMG Australia acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we operate, live and gather as employees, and recognise their continuing connection to land, water and community. We pay respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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